Breakout EDU Game: Happy Birthday, Alabama!
Creating a good game usually takes thoughtful and careful planning. While each game designer
may approach the process differently, we have created this template and brainstorming
document to help you start the process of designing games that can work with the Breakout
EDU platform.

Game Name: What is the name or title of the game you are designing?
Happy Birthday, Alabama!

Game Designer: Your Name
Julie Powell

Content Areas: What is subject or content areas of your game? Ex. Math, Fractions
Social Science

Recommended Ages: Who is your target audience?
3rd-6th Grade

Ideal Group Size: Is this game intended for small groups? A whole class? Larger audiences?
Small Groups or Whole Classes playing with multiple boxes or ticket system

Suggested Time: How long do you anticipate players needing to complete this game?
45 minutes

Story: There’s a locked box in the room. Why are people trying to open it? Think of the story
as a script that the facilitator could read to introduce the game to the group about to play. It

can be a few sentences to a few short paragraphs. Many games have a story and a logical
progression. If not a structured story, having a defined theme can help with the creation
process. Take a look at some of the games in the Breakout EDU game library for inspiration.
You can use different curriculum topics, favorite movies, or books for inspiration as well.
Happy Birthday, Alabama! December 14th, 1819 was a long time ago… You deserve an extra
long celebration since you’re nearly 200 years old! Wow! But, we can’t celebrate without
balloons (or party hats, or candles, or candy - whatever you want to put in box)…
Unfortunately, they were locked in the Breakout EDU Box by the principal, Mr. Party Pooper.
Help save Alabama’s birthday by solving all the clues, figuring out all the combinations to the
lock, and breaking out the party supplies. You only 45 minutes before Mr. Party Pooper
comes back from the office and ruins the birthday surprise for Alabama! Get to solving!

Lock Combinations: What codes will open the locks on the box?

3-Digit Lock - 3 Numbers

8-9-7
Rationale: On the 3-digit lock document, it says Alabama
is known as the Yellowhammer State, Heart of Dixie, and
Cotton State. Yellowhammer, Heart, and Cotton are
underlined. When students count the number of
yellowhammers (8), hearts (9), and cotton (7) and put in
order listed at top, they get 3-digit code.

4-Digit Lock - 4 Numbers

3-4-9-6
Rationale: The first page of the document list things that
happened on Alabama’s birthday: December 14th. The
second page has a clue with pictures (pearls + bridge +
hot air balloon - New York). When students match this to
the year that things that happened on the first page, they
get the combination.
1656 + 2004 + 1782 - 1946 = 3496

ABC Lock - 4-5 Letters for the
ABC Multilock

Four Letter Lock: B-O-R-N
Rationale: The eye chart in 4Letter Clue reads AL was the
22nd state in US America. The small print at the bottom
gives them the hint. A = the number order that Alabama
became state, which equals 22. When they set the cipher
wheel to A=22 and use the other numbers in the fake
phone number at the bottom of the eye chart, they get

the following letters: BORN.
Five Letter Lock: P-A-R-T-Y
Rationale: Using the infographic on the second page of
the document, students answer the questions on the first
page of the 5Letter document. The letters in the circles
can be unscrambled to spell PARTY.
Directional Lock - 5

Up-Left-Right-Up-Up

Directions for the Directional Multilock

Rationale: Students will figure out the rebus clue to
navigate the map. Rebus clue says: fishing to coliseum
to cattle to capitol to steel mills to dude ranches. When
students start at fishing icon they go UP to coliseum,
LEFT to cattle, RIGHT to capitol, UP to steel mills and UP
to dude ranches.
Hence, the combination is UP-LEFT-RIGHT-UP-UP.
Key Lock - Where is the key

Teacher Has Key

hidden?

Rationale: Students will complete the maze by going
from Birmingham to Montgomery. When they complete it
and show teacher, they get key. Maze Key:

Setup Instructions: List the steps that a facilitator needs to do in order to set up the game.
You can test your instructions by having someone else try to set up your game. You’ll quickly
figure out how they need to be improved.

STEPS
1

Print the following documents:
1. AL_Bday_3Digit
2. AL_Bday_4Digit
3. AL_Bday_4LetterClue
4. AL_Bday_5Letter
5. Decoder Clue Cipher Wheel 1-26
6. Decoder Clue Cipher Wheel A-Z
7. AL_Bday_Direction Lock Map
8. AL_Bday_Direction Lock Rebus Clue
9. AL_Bday_Key
10. Birthday Breakout Certificate
11. Breakout Hint Cards
12. Breakout Signs
Prepare Resources:
● Create the cipher wheel by cutting out the two wheels and placing the A-Z wheel on top of
the 1-26 wheel and securing the center with a brad (used with the 4Letter Clue)
● For the 4Digit file, cut out the box on the second page with the pictures.
● Cut apart hint cards and make sure you have for each group to get 2.

2

Organize student resources:
● Students/Game players will get resources 1-9 above.
● Give each group 2 hints cards (#11 in list above).

3

Prepare Breakout EDU Box:
● In box, put Birthday Balloons (or candy or party hats or candles)... Whatever you choose
as the item that is locked away.
● Put Birthday Breakout Certificate in box.
● Put all locks on box.

4

Set the timer for 45 minutes and HAVE FUN!

5

6

7

8
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Reflection Questions: When the game concludes, we encourage the use of Reflection Cards
to have a debrief with the participants. Please include 5 questions related to your game that
could be asked in a discussion.

QUESTION
1

The map is actually an old vintage post card. Did you notice anything interesting on it?

2

What is the most interesting thing that happened on Alabama’s birthday?

3

Why is Alabama’s 200th birthday so important? Why are we celebrating so much?

4

What do you think of Alabama’s nicknames: Yellowhammer State, Heart of Dixie, Cotton State?
What other nicknames would be appropriate?

5

How do you think Alabama has changed over the last 200 years?

Tags or Keywords: You may have selected a subject area above, but there is likely a subset
of content that your game covers. For example, if you selected “Math” a keyword could be
Algebra or Derivatives or anything else more specific. Please separate each word with a
comma. (Example - “algebra, derivatives, etc.”
Alabama, history, bicentennial

Additional Requirements (optional): All Breakout EDU games should be able to be played
with the standard Breakout EDU kit. However, some games require unique common items. If
your game relies on any additional items, please list them below and explain their use.

Does your game align to any standards (optional)? Local country, CCSS or NGSS for US
preferred

Digital Files: Link to any printouts or papers that are required (this is ideally a google drive
folder that is shared with anyone with the link) If your game includes Google Forms, please
include an editable copy of the form so that others can utilize it if the game gets published.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B19RVy3tpcKqWXBQRGVmY3lrTTg

Link to YouTube Video: All games need to have a video explaining the setup and game flow.
These should be less than 5 minutes. Please use the template (link below) and a screencast
style video. Look at the other games in the game library for example. Here’s a link to the video
template: BreakoutEDU.com/videotemplate

SUBMIT GAME FORM HERE WHEN DONE

What else happened on Alabama’s birthday…
December 14th?
These were the events that made history that coincide with Alabama’s birthday.

1656: Artificial pearls first manufactured in Paris from gypsum pellets covered with fish scales.
1782: The Montgolfier brothers’ first balloon lifts off on its first test flight.
1793: First state road authorized, Frankfort, Kentucky to Cincinnati.
1902: The Commercial Pacific Cable Company lays the first Pacific telegraph cable, from San
Francisco to Honolulu.

1903: The Wright brothers make their first attempt to fly with the Wright Flyer at Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina.

1934: First streamlined steam locomotive introduced.
1946: The United Nations General Assembly votes to establish its headquarters in New York,
New York.

1963: The dam containing the Baldwin Hills Reservoir bursts, killing five people and damaging
hundreds of homes in Los Angeles, California.
1967: DNA created in a test tube
1972: Apollo program: Eugene Cernan is the last person to walk on the moon, after he and
Harrison Schmitt complete the third and final extra-vehicular activity (EVA) of the Apollo 17
mission.

2004: The Millau Viaduct, the tallest bridge in the world, is formally opened near in France.

+

+

-

Alabama is nicknamed the Yellowhammer State, after the

state bird. Alabama is also known as the "Heart of Dixie"
and the Cotton State.

Your Birthday is a Great Time to Get Your Eyes Checked… Even if you’re nearly 200 years old!
Most people ignore this small print, but if you’re reading it, here’s a hint:
A equals the number order that Alabama became a state.

Questions? Call 20-24-2-9.

Least common day of the week for births:
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Month with the least birthdays:
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Month with the most birthdays:
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Most common day of the week for births:
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
Why is February 29 the least
common day for birthdays?
___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___

Hope these word pictures give you some DIRECTION on opening a lock…

A-MAZE-ING ALABAMA

Getting from Birmingham to Montgomery is the KEY to opening a lock…
Show your teacher when you are done!
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Birthday Breakout Participant
Saving Alabama’s Birthday Celebration!

June 21, 2017
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